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"Tuning-In"

Athabaskan Teachers and Athabaskan Students

The Russians first introduced "sciiooling" to,Alaska in l785. Since

t4at time,'a wide variety and large number of people have journeyed far
from home,to teach in remote Alaskan schools. Missionary zealthe lure
of high salaries, or a quest for adyenture were often the motivating
forces responsible for the steady influx of teachers to Alaska fYom
"Outside." Today, nearly 200.years after the first schools'opened, the
vast majority of teachers in...Alaska's rural communities continue to
come frovlaces outside of Alaska.c

,

Tile importation of teachers from outside tOe state nas had itt.
advantages and disadvantages. Teachers-from somewhere else usually
bring with them new perspectives,new ideas, and very often a great,peal
of enthusiasm. However, these qualities are almost invariably dampened
add diffused by.the reality.of long harsh winters and the prolonged
ilolatjon from familiar people, places and.goods that these transplanted
teachers face. These adjuStments to the physical environment are minor,
however, compared to the.compiications that are created by the fact that
Alaska is composed of'many diverse groups of people whose cultural baclf
grounds.often differ radically from thole of a teacher from Outside. in
doesyt take tvchers long ter-discover that their own,value system, life
style and way of teaching and learning are often not shared or even appre-
ciated by the students and families in the communities.they are trying to

.

serve. V

I

This discovery can-quickly lead to feelings of.frustrationifangero
inadequacy and anxiety for teachers and students, which in turn often
leads to dropping out--both by teacher% and students. The annual turnover

rate for teachers in Alaska's'rural schools,is notoriously high, and school
attendance and tet score statistics indicate that high numbers of rural
students continue to tune oUt, both physically and mentally, long before

(the

schools are ready to turn them out. No one has been able to paint a
consistently positive plCture of education anywhere in rural Alaska.

A question that has been4debated for many years by parents. teaChers,

school officials and,teacher training institutions ist."Would some of the
problems related.to teaching in rut4al Alaskan schools be relieved if local
people were available to teach in their own communities"?. Until recently,
answers to ti* question have beeR purely hypothetical however, because

only a handfu+sof local people were teaching in bush communities. Mooal"
people in tural Alaska are primarily Native people, including Aleuts,
Eskimos and Indians.) It is only Within the last few years that social,*
economic and political forces have.brought about opportunities for esigni-
ficant number of Alaska Native people to receive education degrees apd
become bona-fide, certified teachers. Today there are approximately

4 Native people teaching in rural Alaska. This is of coursg4nly a proverbi

"drop in the bucket" when pe realizes there are well over'a thousand
teachert in rural Alaska, but it is a significant firft drop nonetheless.

1.
. evJ
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Ttie small but growing cadre of Native teachers finally makes it

possible to do mere than speculate about the effects Of local hire in.
rural schools. We are'now able to begin to examine more directly some
of the Unanswered questions about the contributions that local/Native
,teachers can make to the schooling processes in their own,ComMunities.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the preliminary findings of one
study that attempt§ to address those questions.

A

An Athalvskan School

, At the beginning of the1979-80 sctioof year, an elementary s.chool'in

an Interior Alaska Athabaskan community opened its door§ for its eleventh
yean of opevation as a state-supported school (schools existed in the

. community since 1889 but had been operated .previously by the Bureau of
pidian Affairs and the Catholic Church):. The three,Native teachers, who
comOrised the faculty'of the elementary schobl, were returning to the
'tame positions they had held for the past four,years. They.were members .

of the cqmmuriity--two'Athabaskan women 4nd one Athabaskan man. The .school
\

,was the only multi-teacher school in Alaska where all.of the teachers were
' Native. This fact alone made the school, interesting, but-faemore intrigu-

ing to many people was the fact that schooling in this community appeared

to be working. Students were performing well by nearly all traditional'

standards. Test scores were on or abobrthe national Average and were'higher
than in past yearl; atte dance was god% discipline problems were not an
issue; and students wer eager and active participants in class activities.

Even the time-on-task s ndards called,for.by several back-to-basic educators

today were being met in this school. Casual.observers could easily see that-

teachers and students were sperkling a fot of time doing the tasks that one

is supposed to do in school. Teachers were.spending a high proportion of

time working with students on academic tasks and'only a small amount qf time
dorig classroom management (organizing, disciplining, housekeeping,11c.).. it

.

Students likewise were spending most of their time-on-tasks doing t e kinds
of things we generally exPect students to do: studying math, reading',

writing, etc. The general picture was one of a school running smoothly and
successfully, but.it was'not immediately apparent just how this smOothness,
and succes was being achieved. .What were these teachers doing to get the

students so tuned-in to the schooling process?

Organizing the Project

One group of peopie with a keen interest in knowing more about the '

schooling process in classroom's taught by Alaska.Native teachers was the
UniVersity,of Alaska's Cross-Cultural .Education Development Program (X-CED).

X-CED is a program designed specifical.1 to train Native peopl,e to become

teachers. Since its beginning in 1970, ixty Alaska Native-people have

earned bachelor's degrees in dross-cult al education.

In January oT 1979, we submitted a proposal to the National Institute
of Education (VE)- to- request support for a study which would allow us to i

use video tape to study the interaction of teachers and students,and to

look specifically at the teaching styles of the three Athabaskan teachers

in the school described above. The purpose of the 'study was to gather
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information that would be helpful fOr faculty and students in the devel-
opment of guidelines and materials for the X-CED teacher tratning program.
The proposal was funded by NIE, so, with the support and encourageMept of
'the community and the teachers, in February Of 1980, Wendy moved tempor-
arily to the community in order to begin the proOess of classroom video.

taping. Since the funding and timeline of this study were limited, there

was no'attempt made to formally,document or study any Activities okside `

the classroom: '

.

Video taping wasl done on three different occasions over a time period

of.two months in each of the three-classrooms-:-Thsing a portable reel-to- N,

reel black and white video Oamera, approximately twelveliours of tape v./ere

collected from each classroom.

I

A,
After,completing the vid taping, Wendy returned to her teaching

,

position in another village
.,

s- ,egan the process of viewilig and analyzing

the tapes. Wor4ing with her were two consultants, Fred Erickson from the

ii--

University of Michigan and Ron Scollon from the University of Alaska, and

Carol as a graduate assistant. ,, The three'classroom teachers were dot

formally involved in the processpf viewing and analyzing thetape, though .

they have beeh highly supportive of t e project and hale been informally

Yr'
involved and consulted throughout i development. Several other geople

interested in education in.rural A ska contributedideas and suggestions

that.are :included in this report. Since many of the observations were done

collectively in a semin4r,-there has been AO *tempt to credit any one

individual. The interptetationslpresented here are the responsibility of

o the authors. 41,

,

't*Working With V d eo Tape

The use of video tape for examing classrooWinteraction is.a powerful
tool that can aid anyone wilotis interested Am learning more 0out teaching

and learning. We found it to be especially-useful for this particular
study tor the following reasons:

.

1) Using ideo tape allowed,us to wbrk with the same data both, -

individually and as a group. With Some members living several

hundred miles way from others, this was.necessary for the\sur-

'vival and suc ss of the project

4
2) Since it was not possible (anArarely ever is) or all 'of the

interested people,to actually spend time in the community and

, in the classroom, the video tapes providgd us with.a way of cap-

turing and preserving the classroom experience in 0 form that

was as closeto the original as Obssible. It offered ut a sample

of classroom experiences that. we felt comfortable calling "real"
since it would be extremely difficult for any teacher or, student .

to role play or "put on a show" for six hours of continuous video

taping

3) The use of Video tapes has provided us with a valuable teaching

and learning tool because our original material is .preserved in

15
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such a way that with appropriate permission; it'can low be used
by thers to generate more'ideas and to verify or negate the
ideas presented in this report , ..,

,. . ....,

4) The medium,of video tape allowed us to look,"beneath the
.

0 surface" and make observations about,behavior that would not
have ,been Obssible without 'Video tape. The %/deo tapes provi--

ded us with (a real-time picture of activities ih the classrooms

,
and'they allowed us to go over,the same materiali agin and again ..".
in a comprehensive.way.

'47

. t3
Aor

Erickson, Mehan,lan Ness anti the Colliers (see bibliography) have all

used video tape,or film to study classrooms, and their writings provide
extensive discussions of the advantages and digedvantages of the use of

__this medium in ischbols.
,

The Process Of Viewing and Analyzing
.

Since viewing and analyzing video tapes is an extremely time-co nsuming

process, our first task as a group was to limit the number of tapes we chdsq.

to work with.There Ws a wide ramie in the quality of the tapes-themselves
(caused by changes in the aighting ill the rooms, m&lfunctioning of equipment,
changing positions of teachers and students, etc.),, so some of the decisions

on which of the 36.hobrs ofbtape to use §iere e.-.33S1 to make. We decided 6
select samples from each of-eller-three classrooms that would provid& us with

a wide range of classroom activities. Written transcriptione were made cif'

some sections of the tapes (another very time-corisuming process) and a few

of)these were selected for fodused.and 4hr-depth study. The information pre-

sented in this report is based primarili on the discussidni and hypotheses

produced by repeated viewings of these few sections of tape, 'supplemented

- by the general insights gained from a more superficial review of all of fhe

tapes. v'

We view this report as an initial, tentative presentattpn of ideas
about teaching and.learning in these particular classrooms? and we hope that
it will be used to generate further work with the same material'and/or to
encourage othees to use video tape to examine claserooms.

first Impressions

. Our first viewings of the tapes left sotne of us feeling bewildered and

disappointed. Those of us who were novice video-viewer$ saWnothing that
looked particularly exciting, new or dramatic in the teaching styles of

thes;eNativb teachers: the classroom$ appeared fairly routine and regular,.

Some situations were obviously differept from those usually'deseribed
in educational literature, but.these*re basicallpa reflèction of the fact

,that this was a small, rural sshool rathei- than,a,large, urban one. For
instance, each teacher's room Olas comprised' of students rom two different
grade levels (first/second, third/fourth, fitth/Sixth)Ohe total number df

stieno

ts in each room was small (12, 14,'ll);. one teacher shared a parti-
tied room with the,Kinderghlqten teicher.

.

.

a
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Other than these differences based largely on the,size of the school

.and community, thei-e was nothing'that leaped out atkus to suggest any radi-
4

cal departure in teaching style.from what ore would expect to sec, in moSt
classrooms with non-Native teachers. _These three teachers seemed to be
doing the regular routines of "school teaching." They were having reading
lessons with'small groups of students; they were putting wath problems on
chalkboards for students seated af, work tables; they were lgrading dittoed

work sheets as they sat at their desks,,and they were working with and
around teacher aides. In all of these activities they were using standard

curriculum materials.

Even the physical appearance of the classrooms.gave no hint of any

dramatic differences. The teachers' desks were in the front of the rooms,,

number and letter'charts were in place above the chalkboard, and pencil
sharpeners, phonographs and bookshelves could be easily seen. There were

no fancy learning centers, no unusual arrangements of desks,and chairs Ktie-

students sat at tables) and there were no big eye-catching posters or bulletin

,board disOlays.

From our own base oereference drawn from our personal experiences as
teachers, our professional and personal associations with other teachers,
informatfon provided by the educational research literature, and a'baseline
gathered from watching other classroom video tapes, we were initially inclined
to think of the teachiu styles of these thi-ee'Nativeteachers as basically
standard or traditional'.

40.

With our initial focus of attention on the teachers and the classroom
itself it was'easy to overlook'the fact.that the students in these rooms
were also acting very much like students are supposed to,-but not like

Native students are supposed to; at least according toAoost of the studies
done on Natime American students in educational setting?t, The students ir
these4lassroomis did nof fit the stereotype of the passive,-shy; withdrawn

or quiet Native student. Ihstead,.they were eager and anxious to,partidi-i--

pate. They volunteered answers in math, they talked "loud enough," they
raised'their hands, they read a'lOud and real Well, and they even asked many

questions.

,
It becameabparent 'to us thai it was the superficial-Ilarities in

the classroomt that were immediately obvidus, but the mare significant dif-
'

.ferences were yetlo be discovered beneath the surface. We were seeing

Native teachers using what appeared to be very conventional ways of teaching
while at the,same time we were seeing Nativestudents responding in very

unconventional ways. They, were participating, achieVing, laughing1 learning,

and feeling comfortable. We began to sense 'that 'something quite sqbtle.and

significant was occurring in these'teaclier-student interactions, but it
suprised us*to see nothing particUlarly novel in our first glimpses of

these Mative" teaching styles.
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Osing the video tapes as our primary data base, we .began to look again'
and again at small segments of tape where there appeaied to be a considerable

amount of teacher-student interaction. We began to focus on the subtle
kinds of behavior teachert used as they interacted with students. We exa-

mined,what ttly were actually doing on a minute-bY-minute and second-by-
.second'basis. During this process we began tosense that"these teachers had
an uncanny ability to know and understand their students, and we found our-
selves repeatedly using the,term "tuning-in" to describe several different
lqinds of teacher-student behaviors, We saw tuning-in as an Abiltty of the
teacher to adapt to the worlds of the students and we began to see evidence
of this tuning-in at several levels. We saw teachers tuning-in rhythmically
with theix speech and body movements, tuning-in by listening, and tuning-in'
sPecifically to individual students. Somehow, these teac ers were tuning-in
in a way thae prevented their students from being "turned- f" by the

school p6cess.. ., ..( .
.

. Froth tjle video tape analYsis, we are abje to provide examples and
descriptions of some of the ways used by the teachers tg tune-in lo their

, students. ..Of course it is not possible to establish', that there is%a direct
cause and efect relationship betWeen what we call"tuning-Vi behavior and ---:

student success, but we can say.th4 there is a good posstbiliiy that the
behaviors we've taJled tuning7in are important to the success of the teacher-
strident interaction. ljth this information, it would now be possible to set
up more systematic and-controlled studies with Nlve and non-Native teachers
to see if correlations between some of the identi 'ed behavjors and the
success rate of studenti actually do exist. .

; -4
-

0

The followjng examples have been chosen from eking seVerpl in Oe tapes.
Some describe bne teachen whereas others describe all th6e.:, There were a
certaiqy important variations among the teachers, but the*iolarities
seemed to be %pre significant than the differences. 5,in,40'fentale teach-i
ers and onemlile teacher.were involvyd in tthe study, boVithOsculibe and

feminine pronouns are used throughout the report. They"' e used arbitrarily,

however, in.order to avoid identification Of any one par cular teacher.

Please !Ike that it i-,extremely difficult to convey, in a.writtem medium
something which can be veny_powerfu) and obViout in a visual or audio medium.

Rhythm and Talk. 441

fo f

+0.

'Rhythm in human sPeech 'and rhythQ in huthan b-ody moVement is a phenomenon
'ke

that has been examined by many pripp. Today there? is a growing body of .

literature that explores the relationshrp betweendifferent kindsof rhythms
and the outcomes of social interaction. Cr* Erickson and Ron Scollon, bon
consultants on this, study, have contributed si,gnificant14 to the literature
.by examining the relationships between speech and.body rhythms of partici-
pants in an interaction and,the success-or failure to cothmunicate effectively.,

.
.

. ,

.
. .

. .

In this'classrooreproject we were tnterested tn fin ing. out more about
the .rhythm patterns of the teachers and students. We'wanted to know whether

. .
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it wa$ possible that the teacher's ability to tune-in was enhanced by the

sharing of certain rhythm patterns. We decided to look at and listen'to
t4e rhythm patterns of the teachers and students to see if we could esta-
bgisli any connection& between 'rhythm and success or failure in comffunicating.

In thinking about rhythm,,we relied heavily uponboth the professional'and
personal knowledge and experience of Erickson and Scollon. ..They helped to
provide connec444Rs between the world of mysic and the world of everyday
talk and everyday movement (i.e: walking, sitting, nodding, blinking).
During discussion and analysis of the tapes we often found it useful to
rely on some nontechnical musical terms to help us think about and describe
some nonmusical tinds of behaviors. Several of these terms (ensemble, fine-

. tuning, jazz, conducting) are included in this neport to provide a common
base fol's discussion and 'in some instances to provide useful parallels from

another form of rhythmic communication. '

Erickson's work dn rhythmicity (in press) has shown us that talk and non-
verbal movement is rhythmically timed o a regular tempo. Both he and

Scolion.have shown-us that "in ordinary talk, people sPeak to each'other in
a regular meter of regular beats and they time their entrances and ,exits to 4

'the rhythm of these beats." (Scollon, 1981 a: 6). Scollon sampled a wide
variety of situations with p3ple talking and fouhd that "ordinary talk from
a family breakfast to a play- y-play of a baseball, game, from Groucho Marx

to the narratives of Athabaskan tradition bearers, is rhythmically integra-

ted in a fairly slow measure in 2/4 time" (1981 a:13). Scollon and Eriickson

both agree that talk in all contexts is timeeto an underlying tempo.

Erickson used his work on rhythmitity alka bast's for studying teacher-
student interaction at both an elementary and\junior college level and found
many situations in which people failed to unaerstan4 one another because

they were not in &ynchrony. For instance, he disc6ered tAat an elementary
teacher who was giving,an oral test ;so a child'set up a regular rhythm and

expected the child to answer on the beat she had established. When the child

gave.a correct answer that did not fall on the firg beat (downbeat), the

teacher ignored it. Instead, the teacher heard the word which did fall on
the downbeat as he answer (which in this case was the wrong answer). "The

child and teacher who do not achieve rhythmic synchrony fail to understands
each other to the detriment, of the' child" (Erickson, 1980). The child who

is opt of synchrony with the teacher is,often accused of poor reading ability.

In studies of junior college counseling interview, Erickson4nd his co-
workers have found that a plajor factor in the outcome of communiation
between the counselor and the.stuants is the rhythmic pattern of their
interaction (Erickson and SIM*, in press).

In oder forais to study'the rhythm patterns of the studentsand teadhers

in.the video-tapes it was necessary to first understand the dimensions of

"tempo" and what can be referred to as "density." 'Tempo is used'in music

to describe the speed'of beats per minute. Most People are familiar with

a Metronome--the device useb by musicians to establ.Nh a controlled beat.

A metronome is used to mark the rate of spped at which musfc is to be

played or 5ungtand it tan be set to mark any number orbeats per minute

(usually between 40 and 210. , The chosen beat is called the tempo. When

we listen for tempo Wehlistenjor tfie'downbeat and the upbeat.
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Density, on the other hand, can.be used to refer to the nuMber of
notes, orlfor our purposes, thenumber of words persmeasdre or Rer Minute

A piece of musie that tells a musician to play sixteen notes pertmeasure
it more "dense".than one which calls for playing four notes per, measure.
Two musical pieces, can be played at the same'tempo (maybe 88.beats per
minute), but the piece that'has a lot of sixteenth notes will give the
impression of being a faster piece of music. We intuitively feel that

music is fast or slow,on the basis of density rather than tempo.

Silence is also a factor that must be considered when thinking about

rhythm. It is necessary to count beats during silent .periods,and to consi-
der the percentage of Silence in any sample of speech that is cOnsidered.

. Thus we see that the popular notion of rhythm is not really adelvate

4 for a detailed description of the rhythm of people's speech. Ne; need to

cdnsider all of the different phenomena that constitute our'intuitive'

sense of rhythm. We also need to.remember tfiat when' we talk about rhythm

in SpAch we are not Using it as an analogy; we are saying that%SPeech it- ,

self is rhythbical and it is possible'to dekermine the tempo and genSiity of

all speech in all contexts. Scollon'Fdiscussion of tempo and density helps

to clarify these notions.
1 ,

As in music, the underliing tempo is not to, be'confused
with the rhythmic patterns superimposed on it: Somd

speakers'superimpose a pattern of relatively few syl-
lables per beat while others superimpose a pattern of
a very high density.' It came as a surpril'e--to me to

ind th4oGroucho Marx,, performing on his radio,show,-
'You Boit Your Life, spoke in a very slow tempo

(75,9 beats per minute)% What gives the impression of,

rapid speech the very high density of 4.62 words per

measure: To trade on the parallel with musicowe can .,

say that some speakers speak in quarter notes while

others such as Groucho Marx speak in,32ndor even 64th
notes. I 'find it useful to refer to.thiphenomenon
at:density' and to treat it as quite-disyoiqct froM
tempo (Scollon,,1981, page 7).

Rhythm inlhe Classroom
,

A Our method for determinfngthe tempo and d nsity of the teachens'
and students'talk was based on the methodology eveloped by S.collon

(a detailed example of t5is methodlis attached) We found it much easier

to work with a small.audio tape thafi a bulk r el,toLreel video tape, po

for this part of the study we dubbed the audio portion of the v;ideo.istape
onto an audio cassette tape. ;Our first step was to make full transcriptions

.
of the segmgnts we were,analyziq and to then listen for the beats. We did

this by listeriing for and marktng the stressed ancOunstressed, syllables. ,

4
2

Linguists define stressed syNables as those that are uttered with a
higher or lower,pitch, a stronger intensitY, a slight lengthening', a purer
vowel quality or some combination of these,,but those of us who were not

,.

$

64
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trained as linguists found it possible to intuitively and correct y hear
the stressed and unstressed qllabl,es and thus to find the beat.- (We could

find the tempo and'hear the'beats faster and more.easily when we used an
.

adjusted tapd recorder which'allowed us to slow everything down by..2.0

percent.) Wethen counted all of the beats in our sample, used.a stop!.
watch to check exactly the amount of real time that had'elapsed (usually

between two and.five minutes), and figured out the nuMber of beats per

minute. Using our marking of stressed and unstressed syllables,,we then
,determined measure length, and placed our written transviption into a
format, that resembled a musical sCore.. . e

-
-

:- Included at th Otrof tHis report i's a two and orie half minute ..

Isection of.the "s pre" from a vocabulary lesson with e teacher and four'

students; "T" r resents the,teacher, "S".represents the Students, and

., "X" represents any word or 'sound that Was not intelligible to,us. Numbers

over rest marks ,(e.g.,.4),indicate'the nUrbber'of measures of silence at

that tiMe. The tempo of the interaction between the third/fourth, grade
' teaCher and the childrerrin this tape sample was 91 beats per minute. Ili -

samples f;om the other two classrooms the tempos.of the teacher-student
interaction was 96 for/the teacher with,younger'itudents and 82 for the "

tea.cher with older students: In order to gather some comparative informa.-

tion on teMpos in other classrooms, we analyzed portionsof audio tapes
from readinglessons in the KEEP Projecein Hawaii (KameHameha Early Educa-
tion Project) and from tao Fairbanks primary classrooms. Inthe XEEP .

classroom the'tempo. was 89', and in*the Eairbanks.classroomsoitmas,74 and

16. The tempo was-noticeably faster in the classrooms of the NatiVe Aiaskan

teachers and the Native HaWaiianteacher. Since earlier studies' have indi-

cated that the tempo of childrens' natural ta1k is significantly'faster
'than that of adults, it seems plausible-to suggest that those'teachers who
spoke with a faster tempo were in fact adjusting their tempotothat of the
stirdents, whereas the teachers who ,usedlhe slower tempo were reguirijig

.students to make the adjustment. In sbme cTassrboms students appear to

set the tempo ,and in others the tempo i defined by the teaCher.
.

,
.

Tempo is one aspect of rhythm that can show.greR variantion not only
between.individuals but even within one indivtdual. Thus it is not the .

, ,
high number of beats per minute'itSelf that is as important as what this ,

faster tempo represents. It suggests that these teachers have acknowledged
nd indicated to their students that they are wijling to.make adjustments
in their own behaviors andoare willing o "tunerin" -to their students.

, . These adjustments are certainly below anyone,s level of conscious awareness,
but we would suggest tharthey represent a certain predisposition about'the
role of a teacher in relhtion tO a student. Forthese Native teachers*, the

teacher*'does not have to play the role of the pace-Maker a11,the time.
. .

In contrast to tempo,the other dimensions of rhythm, density and silence
seem to represent more Ilan individualistic (or perhaps ethnic) style of

talking and thus cannot be used validly to tell us as much'about the inter

action itself. ,

Erickson-and Scollon both use the term ."rhythmic ensemble" to describe
the state that.is achieved when parti ipants in an interaction are

11
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communicating with a rhythm or tempo which is comfortable for both or all

of them. (Ensemble in music"is used to describe the integration or unity,
that musicians strive to achieve when they play together as members of.a

musicaj group.) Achieving ensemble allows participants to not only feel

more comfortable, but to actually communicate more successfully with fewer

misunderstandings. People who are in synchrony with one another can also,

.predict more accuratley what,will happen next. According to Scollon:

Speakers time their entrinees according to the tempo setjby

preceding speakers. After entering in that rhythm speakers

often accelerate or retard their tempo.to establish what ;is

-in effect &new tempo. It isve0)- rare that any speaker
will independently_lnd,arbiti6arily begin speaking without

first confirming t/6 egtatTished tempo, plildren at break-

fast'bang their spooq in the prevailing tempo. Radio emcees,

make their announcements in the tempo,of their theme songs:
Sometimes teachers time their instruction to the tempos of
their students and sometimes they require their students to

follow the teacher's tempo.

Not only do stressed syllables express this rhythec matrix,
conversationalists also cough,-sneeze, clear their throats,

blow their noses, and laugh in rhythmic ensemble. Often

after,a long silence someone clears his or her throat in a
gesture which prediots the following tempO..as accurately

as a conductor's silent 'one-two' before the orchestra's

entrance(1981 b:

Move to the RhythmHof Talk

These findings on different rhythm patterns inspired us to suggest some-

interpretations for other timing and talking behaviors we had ,observed on

the video tapes. .

We nolad-thift students often were allowed to talk and provide ansWers

'to questions in their own,time slots. A teacher would plit.a list of

vocabulary words on the board and each chpd would be exp'ected to read
these aloud-individually: (This was always preceded by_a group reading of

the words.) In each inttince'it was.,the thild who setthe pace. for the

oral listing' of words; it was'not the teacher's pointjng stick that deter-

mined when the child would respond..,Instead, the teacher adjuited to eacti

indivilpal tdmpo. .We also observed that dhildrerroften called out
the answers to questions before the fohnal.question was asked, and they,'

were pot penalized fordbing so. (This answer-question format also occurred

in the Odawa classrooms that Ericicson and Mohatt studied.) We see these

two behaviors ds a'reflection of the teacher'S respect for the.students' own'

tempo and timing. In another instage, a student independently selected

a record for the.class to listen to during a time when theY were doing

worksheets. Th'e student, notothe teacher, chOsa the tempo. The kind of

freedom thaf allows a.student to participate in his own rhythm could help

to explain the high degree'of ensemble that was evident,in'thes0' classrooms.
,

, ,

We also saw Arong evidence of ensemble (which Scollon,Oescribes
.not ju4 6eing toether but doinj together) in the ph"ysical,movements of

.r
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the teacher and.the students. In one section of the tape we turned off

the sound and, using only visual cues, we found that we could determine,
with a high degree of reliability, the tempo of the non-verbal movements
of the teacher and the students. We observed movements such as head nods,

changes in arm, torso or head position, walking, and turning of,pages.
We thentused these movements instead of stressed syllables to mark the
teat and find the tempo. We discovered that just as in the verbtl segment,
it was the teacher that made the adjustment to a tempo obviously set by
the students, kIn 6ne instance; a teacher is sitting at her,desk getting
her papers and books ready for a reabing lesson. Five children in the .

readingfgroup are already at the reading table and they are busy reading
.aloud the words on the board, opening their books, talking with each other
-and getting up and down in their chairs.

`

The students are in essence doinb reading activities withouf the teacher.;

and they have.a tempo well established before she cornes on the'scene.. When
the teacher gets up from her desk (about six feet away from the reading
table) and begins to walk over to the students, she does so in exactly the

,same tempo that the students are using. Her footsteps and arm movements .

coincide with their beat. 'She sits down at the table, opens h book, puts

her hand tOwth-d the board and begins talking using the same r yt m

yas'established by the children. There.is no attempt on the teacher's part

to change the pattern already established by the stt..ants. It is a very

smooth entrance into the group and there is no time or energy lost in .the

transition. .

j

.'When relating this incident to a friend who is also a .Native Alaska .

' -....a--teacher she expressed surprise that any, teacher would want to set the pace
,

for the students. She felt far more comfortable coming into her classroom
tafter the students had beep there for a while, and indicated that she
,would feel frustrated if she didn't have a sense of where the students 0

. "heads were at before she started eacp day. This is very different from

the approach expressed by many non-Nativg,teachers., who perceive that it
is their role and responsibility to set fffP"-stage for what will happen.

In a book called What To Listen.For In Music, Aaron Copland, the modern'
'composer, talks about people's discomfort in listening to'unconventional
rhythms such as those used by Stravinsky: He says "most listeners feel

more tomfortable'in the well-grooved, time-honored rhythms they have always

heard' (1957: '36). Perhaps it is noetoo far-fetched to suggest that Native
students do well in these classrooms taught by Native teachers because they
feel comfortable hearing and moving to familiar rhythms. It is possible

that there could be a direct relationship between feeling comfortable in a
classroom with familiar rhythm patterns and being.a successful student.

Other Ways of Tuning-In

Through further discussions and observations Of the video tapes and
with the use of less formal methods of analysis, we were able to see further
evidence of teachers tuning-in to their students in other ways. The,exam7

ples provided below are not supported by rigid factual data because tifire

did not permit us to perform that kind of in-depth study. However, as we

13
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noted before, we hope that this report will serve to generate further
studies of thete tapes and/or further video tape studies of other class-
roomS.

Tuning-In by Listening

Teachers in all three classrooms were able to tune-in to their students
because their classrooms were structured in such a way that-there wat a
high pvcentage of time in which they as teachers were listening instead
of talking. (Our perception of what is a "high percentage" is based n

educational research literature and personal experience.) By puoviding

quiet time, teachers were not only able to speeld_time actually listening
to their students but they were able to provide an atmosphere thai was
conducive to studying. We saw several instances of teachers sitting at
their desks for long periods of time and not saying anything to the class

as 'a whole. On these occasions,the teachers was available to any student

as a resource Person and as a littener. (It is just this kind of situation,:

however, that qften leads to acdusations by administrators Or other teachers,.
that "iliose-teachers never seem to be teaching--they(spend time just sitttng

at their desks.").

In addition to providing:time for listening and'for studying, these

teachers did not bombard their students with,directions or instructions;
and everk discipline was achieved with very little talking. Other studies'

have indicated that in the, average elementary school about 50 percent of
class time is spent in getting organized (Gump, 1975). We saw no example ,

of the excess verbalizaition or interrupting that often occurs in classrooms,

nor did we see instances of over-elaboration%

We also observed sevektmooth and rapid transitions from one.class-
.

room activity to anothervWith jpst a minimum amount of talk from the teacher.

In fact, there were times whenwe as observers had trouble determining just
when one activity ended and ariother began. It was obvious tO us, though,

that the students were not at all confused. We sometimes referred to this
aspect as the "jazz" or "fuzZiries'S,P phenomena, because it seemed to capture
the feeling one has when listening to jazz music. .It is sometimes difficult^
to know when one portion of the music stops and anOther begins, and each
section seems to slide or glide into the next oneVithoOt the listener
realizing thint the transition has occurred. Since it was sometimes fidrd

for vs to d4termine where the boundaries were in the classroom transitions,
we can speculate that it might also be difficult or frustrating for other -

outsiders. This kind of subtl e. transition can lead to misinterpret4ions
by outsiders and can be incorrectly described as sloppy, indecisive or
poor management.

In a separate but related issue we observed that teachers not only

did not dominate the classroo with their talk, but.neither did they domi-

nate with 'their physical pre nce. They did not.seem to claim at much

time or as much space as maiij classroom teachers. Other than the teacher's

desk, it appeared tha.t the students had an unusual amount of freedom to
walk around and they seemed to be able to lay claim t6 almost as much turf

as the teacher. We also noticed that teachers walked in direct paths when
they walked trom one place to another in the room. They did not detpur or

14
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use up much space when they moved. There were many examples of teachers
kneeling dOwn by students' desks', and fn one classroom.the teacher sat at
the reading.table in a place usually considered to be on19. for students.
In some sectfons of tape, it was actually difficult for us to find the
teacher at all.

'These Mnds of observations suggest to us that teachers who see part
of their role as that of a resource person have a very different kind of
relationship with students than,do those teachers who alAys see their
role as that of a dipctor. A resource person allows the students to de-
fine their spectfjc needs and'then,responds to them, whereas a director
defines'those needs himself. .

Fine-Tuning: Tuning-In td Individual Students ,

id
,The video tapes pcovideus with numerous examples of,what we refer to

as "fine-tuning," the common practice of the teachers to tune-in to their
students as individualS'S% addition to tuning-in to them 'as a grOup. The
examples-described below are representative4of the kinds-of fine-tuning

-

practices.we observed. ----

4- At a general level we noted that the majority of eacnschool day was
spent in individual or small group actimities rather than whole class acti-
vities: As the students worked independently, the teachers would move fpm
student to student while they were working at their tables. As mentioned
before, the teachers would'almost always kneel or squat down on the floor
as they interacted with each student. These individual visits were not thl
quick-stop*variety we Sometimes see in classrooms where teachers gime a
cursory glance, offer a short comment and move on rapidly%to the next
student. Instead, they involved lengthy. discussions OF whatever the student
was working on. Incidentally, it was interesting,to note that the behavior
of the class did.not change even when there were long periods where the
Aaacher's back was to the whole grou0.

.1 During small group jessons we could see that teachers were clearly
tuned-in to individual strengths and weaknesses. In one instance, at the
beginning of a math lesson, the teacher indicated to the group, by naming .

the'children, that each of hem was having trouble with a particular part
of the math lesson. *-She was tuned-in tb the,needs of the :Students as
individuals. This publiC listing did not appear to be an embarrassment
fon any of the children since every child in the Oroup was listed. It

appeared to be taken as a simple acknowledgement that these .areas needed
to be' worked.on$ and the teacher made no value judgments about such needs.

In another scene with a math group, five students were f:Tsponding both
collectively .and individually to problems that the tea.cher had on the chal.W-
board. Although the teacher was facing the board it was readily apparent
that she was monitoring who was and who was not answering. Apparently, she

). was getting.her cues from the sounds of the studentsLayoices. Realizing
that one child was not responding she turned to her-and.asked her to come,
to the board where she began to wotk with her independently. She lowered
her voice.as she began to talk witri the student,.and this was apparently a .

signal to the other students that this was going to be a private interaction.
,
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As the teacher:an tudent conversed quietly, the'other students

obviously knew well hat was acceptable Yehavior during'this private time.
Although no rules were ever explicitly stated in this scene; it was evi-
"dent that this,kind Of "privatizing" occurred often and the students
respected such interactions and cooperated by not interfering.. They codld
move quiedy at their table buttould not talk aloud. When the teacher
raised her voice again it vds apparently'a signal (the only one we could
detect) totthe rest of the math group that ttle individual time was.contluded
and Vie larger.gou'p was once again part of the audience.

These fine7tuning practices imply an attitude, of respect and confidence
in the students' abilities' as individuals. In this way, the teachers are

-, able to pay chise attention to each student without the ."hounding" appear-
ance that is so often characteristic of teachers.

The Teacher As Conductor

.1 .

The concluditg remaNs for this report .ire based largely on one last
musical analogy--the teacher as conductor. Borrowing concepts and terms
frpm tpe fielOf music often alloWed us to view teaching from a perspective
that was cot so heavily steeped in or influenced by the traditiorial boun-
daries f edUcational thought.

Os

There is a'wide range of styles used by conducted as they conduct or
direct a musical greup.--Some conductors stand in one spot,on their podium
and make only occasional small arm pivements; some conductors move quickly
from one side of the stage to another with much visible body movement;
some.conduct With their eyes closed, while ethers rely heavily on-eye3con-
tact. Some use a baton to mark the tempo and others use their hand or
nothing at all. A conducton of a jazz,band or stage band usually:uses a ip
minimum number of signals and a small amount of time to help his group get
started, and then he quicidy and quietly blends into the-group. In a jazz
group the conductor is a member of the group who 'provides direction only
when it is necessary.. Most people have no- problems accepting and appreciat-
jng a wide range of styles among conductors4p long as the music sounds
"goodA4 4 f

r.e"
t4 leak,

'

'In this project our observations and' ;analysis of the teachers in this
Athabaskan community suggest that there,ire actually many-different ways
of conducting classrooms and of still letting students where we want them.
Opr,findings do not support\the idea teat there is. eparticular set of
.campetencies that can be identified as prerequisities to being a good
teacher. Instead, the study lends credibility to the notiOn that there
are indeed alternate, but equally valid, styles of teaching.

Athabaskan Teachers and Jazz Band Conductor's '

We would like to propose a paeallel between the teaching styles used
by the Athabaskan teachers and the conductingstyles used for jazz bands.
The use of this anology does not imply that these three teachers taught
in exactly.the same way. As mentioned before, each teacher did have an
individual style but the differences were minor compared'tOle similarity,
observed in the way each acted out the roleof a teacher.'"

Om.
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The role of a jazz band conductor is to Whelp his group get startgd'

and to then provide.the necessary support. From the information on thee

video tapes, we see that these teachers "conducted" their classroor0
only when necessary. They provided direction: and information to The

students and then sued in a Supportive or resource role. They felt.no

obligation to contin"ally perform for their students. Distead, they used

subtle and sceetimes, to us, almost imperceptible ways to keep things .

_flaing. They did not occupy a lot of space or use a lot of vi$ible and
audible signals to guarantee that'their class maintained ensem01e. Like

the jazz conductor, they often melted right into their group., They were
able to provide support and.direction with a minimum amount of,interference.

In order to be a successfuliconductor of a jazz band, one needs to be

ilities as well'as their contributions
sensitive to the strengths and of the indiiidual players and to

respect them for their individual
to the grobp. Without this sense of confidence and respkt, we would not
have the tmprovization'and solo plaxing that is integral tewhat we know as

jazz music.

Through a variety of ways of tunind-in, these teachers were able to
.achieve, and then utilize effectively, an impressieve sensitivity to the

* strengths and weaknesses of individual students, and then follow through .

with a sjncere confidence in their ability to perform. Even the formal and

informal evaluation of. e student's performance is Mased on the.student's
ability to actually pj,rm the task itself and not on some alternate ability,
such as providipg elabo ate verbal explanations of the task. A'jazz director

and an audience judge musicians on their ability to play the music, not ong
their ability to verballydescribe what they are doing,

4

. It also becomest,apparent thtt it is/not the musical score or the curri-

tulum or ,phoice of looks that determine the smccess or failure of the jazi

band or the classroom. It.is instead the'Waydn which the materials are

used that is important. Everrthe most exciting and relevant piece'of musip

or curriculum is useless unless the relationship between the teacher-

conductor and the student-performer is ode thtt will allow them to come
together and move in harmony, and thus to achieve ensemble. A well-written

curriculum is an asset, but it is, not the essential ingredient for success.
Just.as a conductor would not blame the music for a poor performance, we as
teachers cannot use standard curriculum as an,excuse for the failure.of

students to achieve suCcess in a clasSroom. 4

Conclbslan,

This report.hes provided some subsurface views of the teaching styles
of three Athabaskan teachers as they teach AthabaAan children at a school
in their home community.- We have, attempted to uncover some of the-hiddeft
features of the interactions that occurred between the teachers and their

students. The next step, as we see.it, is to ask ourselves the following

questions: "What,kinds of things doMwe know now about the teaching styles

of Native teachers that we didn't know before?" and "What kinds of things

do ye still need to know?"

;
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In respronse to'the.first qudstion we can state that we do know some

things we didn't know before. We can see in these video tapes that the

Native teachers are without question."teachers",according to anyone'5
definition of the term. There are many similarities between the waYt in
which they teach and in the Ways that are described in other educational
studies. These teachers'repertoires do include the use of directives,
spotlighting, and reprimands, but th d. frequency-with which they are used

is much less, and the rules for using them are different. It.is apparently

othe little'(and usually less apparent) differences in these classrooms that
make the big difference for the students.

*
I ,
- We can see in the vided tapes that-itis possible to achie've a high
degreePbf studenttparticipation and to haiea "smooth" classroom with Only
a flinimum amount of directing by the teacher. However, it ig only realistic

to note hat it mighebe personally uncomfortable for many teachers'to re-
frain from doing the obvious teacher kjrids of things, like moyin6 about the

room and talking a lot with students, Ad, it is plausible that this kind of

behavjor could be a professional risk in some'situations and could lead to

accusations of "not teaching."

.

We also'know now that the teacUpg styles used by these teachers does
not terce them to compromise educational standards in any way. Their

,personal relationship with the students does hot interfere with their eX-

pectations that the students.do as well academically as-they are capable.

In respohse to the second question we cae:state that ttiis study has

provided us with information on three,Nativeeachers in one school in one
community) Therefore we,cannot generalize fwm this study,bilt we can use

it as a bhsis for speculating and, more impotttntly, as bases for generat-

ing and developing comparative studies. We4ave *no way of knowing; for

instance, whether we can relate the te1:0 styles of these three-people,

tg the fact that they are Athabaskan. Pe ps there is a sense-of "Indian-

ness" intrinsic to their way of relating- to the students, but until we have
studies of Native teachers with noh-Native students and of non-Native
teachers with Native students we ill not be able, to make those kinds of

generalizations. In addition, we don't know to what degree people can
consciously alter or modify their own style of%teachihg. We do know, ugh;7

,
that in the Erickson-Mohatt study teachers with (Wawa Indian stude
a non-Native teacher was able to Alter his teaching style in ways that

'allowed him to be more like his N5tive colleagues.

.Althopgh schools are sometimes characterized as inflexible and stan- ,

dandized institutions, these video tapes suggest that there are alternate
routes to succesSful schooling experieices and these teachers and students

were able to pursue these routes to their advantage.. In planning for the

future,'it will be important for school systems and teacher-training
institutions to provide school skructures and training programs that will

be open enough to allow teachers to conduct their classrooms in whatever
style is most appropriate for them. We need to provide schooling situations

that will allow teachers to tune-in so that students.don't tune-out.
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Attachment 1: Description of Methodology Used
Excerpt from f6mpo, Density and Silence: Rhythms in Ordinary Talk

,

the Method

1: Taping: recorded audio cassette tapes were made of the event in
which I was interested busing a Superscope C-105.

2. Transcription: I made full trahscipts including all hesitations
and pause fillers in standard notatiOn. No phonetic transcriptions were
made except of infants who did not yet speak in recognizable adult forms%

3. Marking of stressed syllables: each stressed syllable was under-
. lined. Syllables with very strong stress (e.g., "You big liar!") were

doubly underlined. This marking was done on two separate transcriptjons
at different times. In the first, case, the marking of stress syllables
was done on the written transciptIon without hearing the recording. That

cs, the transcriber'Ssnormative system was marked. In the second case,

the stressed.syllables were marked from the audio recording. These two

transciptions were then çmpared and superimpdsed. They agreed to a very

surprising legree.

41 Timing intervals: the.intervals between the strongly stressed
syllables, those which were doubly underliried, were timed with a stopwatch.

4

)0. Marking meter: slowing the tape by 20 percent I then listened.for
apregular metric pattern of stressed syllables and marked them on a third .

transcript where the,other markings did not appear. While at first I made
no attempt to determine a typical measure I.found it was v4rtually inipossi-
ble to hear anything but a slow measure in 2/4 time with one' strong down-

beat (/) and a lighter upbeat (%). These were marked with an acute accent

(/) and a grave accent respectively.

Since this step is the heart of this method it it also the most
questionable step and perhaps bears further discussion, I found it much

easier to perceive,the underlying meter with the tape sloi;ved by 20 percent.
This distorts the Voices, enough that one doesn't hear them as the original
participants but at the same time does not lose the phonetic detail neces-
sary to.hear them as ordinary speakers. Relatively little relistening was

necessary. Most of the relistening was needed to check long intervals of .

silence.

The central prOblemHis to decide whether or not one's hearing of
the meter is some form.of superimposing one's expected metric pulses on .

whatever syllable they happened to fall. Against this there are two checks.
The firstis that,stressed syllables are marked independently, both from
the tape and from the written transcription alonek When the downbeats and
upbeats also fall.on these'underlined syllables it at least confirms that

the patterns tan be perceived from three separate points 'of view. Here

it should also be added that not emery stressed syllable falls on one of

the beats. In relatively 'dense' speech there are more stresSO syllables

than beats. This means that the process of listen4ng for the meter is not
just another version of listening for stressed syllables.

4'



Attachment I (continued). "s*

The second cheals much more critical. When the original .parti-

ciparits' synchronies fall exactly on these downbeats and upbeats it is, I

believe, convincing to argue that one has recorded the metric sYstem being
used by the,origival'participants to organize their interaction.

6. Couning_the beats: add up all of the beats for the whole sampA.

7. Time whole sample: with a stopwatch I timed the elapsed real time

of the sample.
.o

8. - Calculate ,beats ()) per minute:
,

9. Compare with (4): now counting the number of beats between heavily .

stressed syllables it is possibde"to determine an interval b.etween beats or

a measure length. -This has also been calculated in (8). These two inde-

pendent values are compared. They should be the same.

10. Repeat.1-9'for major 5edtions: ideally this step should be carried

A put by independent judges for each sample. In this case I have done,my own

re-analySes andNfound only fractional differences across larger samples.

The time elapsed between separate analyses was about one month.

11. Prepare score transcripts: a quasi-Musical score is the final .

presentational outcome of this process.

0

v
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T:

S:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

0.

0

Atiachment 2: Example of Score Transcript from Classroom Vocabulary Lesson

Gr Gr

111/

seem

0. K. What do w e' call. these things?

I

I n

Anybody- remember? .

Remember, we went over it, .

xxx

X: c seem-ed
2/4 I

) I

rl.'71-1-1-7-1',

T:

S:

S:

S:

. X:
2/4

T:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

,S:

X:

2/4

S:

S:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

S:

X:

. 2/4

XXX

I

Remember,

1

Cluster?

Um.

yesterday.

It starts with a

Cluster!
Cluster!

1 .

xxx xXx 4xx

I 1

XXX

O.K.

'XXX

Al len

gray

1

A

What?

XXX
1

afart'

gracie.

r

cluster!
clu'Ster!

cluster-s!

)

1

1

r

Rightf

.

xxx?

(clears throat)

r

,XXX

1

And ut,

."
/ 1

'Starts wi6 what?

Mm.

Grade.? 'or grain?

grade

grade!' Oh;1

I
.

I.

.
,.. .
.; .

follow 1

1

. xxx

t
/

on . actual

I 1

,

' 1 /
. . +v.
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! It' s your turn.
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S:

S:
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T:

$:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

S:

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

S:

X: ,

2/4

T:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

I 1

I -

How about you?

Ida

XXX

O.K.

XXX

dragon

crowd

crowd!

)

grade
xxx

dragon
XXX

IF

,

/

good

g rade?'

XXX

1

Hahn?,

grade xxx xxx

'
What?

crack

11/ .

,I / /

You're

Say it a l,ittle louder so we .ea-s hear you.

XXX

k.c....11)
t

XXX

cro wd

xxx

xxx
xxit

1

,
train., What do we

remember that
.;

crowd, good

call th.es e now?

5

i

11\

t t

O.K.

next. What?

XXX

. 1 /
. O.K.?.

xxx xxx

1.

ttr'

I

03K. clustrs
clustei.s

clus.ters

clusters

:

train.

. ( f, pme
cle're.):xx xxx some

1

you gotta

of the words that We're. gonna be'
she vas...
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S:

S:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:.

S:

X:

2/4

T:

S:

S:

.X:

.2/4

doing in our

4

,put all,your

XXX

rri

)0CX

bamboo

banana
banana

1

Look-up here.
That's bamboo.

banana
banana

(laughd) pirater

A

Oh

Bamboo.
.bamboo.

bamboo

3.
pirate

.1

XXX XXX
;

.....,'"

bamboo .

. bamboo

xxx
prtate ,

orivate

I

41 e

e e.

115 measues
230 beats
151.4 seconds (= 2.52 min.)

Tempo = 91.3 beatsAlinute

98 silent beats
% silent = 42.6%

1

S
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